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Introduction

• A risk-based approach in the P&A well design phase has gained ground the last years;
• Oxand, DNV GL and NORCE have published methods for how to quantify «containment failure» related

to permanent P&A

• Several operators have performed suck risk quantification in-house

• The implementation of a risk-based approach to permanent P&A requires that acceptance
criteria are established
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Introduction

One possible way of expressing the risk picture with respect to «containment failure» is to 
use two main quantities:
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«Probability» «Consequence»



Possible risk acceptance criteria for P&A
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11. Well consistency criterion

2. Environmental criterion

3. ALARP (As Low As Resonably Practicable)



Well consistency criterion
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Recipe:
1. Select a reference level, for example NORSOK D-010 or UK Guidelines for the abandonment of wells.
2. Choose a barrier system as prescribed in the standard and establish a «worst case» scenario
3. For any well that is subject to the same reference level as chosen in 1, calculate the the leakage

probability and the leakage rate and compare it to the reference level.

Reference case (HPHT well)



Example – a well under consideration in the P&A planning phase
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Example case (LPLT well)



Well consistency criterion – example case
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Environmental criterion
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Recipe:
1. Use measured data and knowledge from the area where P&A will be performed to either assess

a. The natural seepage rate, or
b. The maximum tolerable hydrocarbon concentration based on valued ecosystem component

analysis
2. For wells to be P&A-ed in the area, compare the (probability weighted) leakage rates to either 1a or 1b.



Environmental criterion – example case
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• Data on natural leakages in the northern Gulf of Mexico has been reviewed in 
a recent Master’s thesis at UiS

• By averaging over 357 natural seeps in this region, the natural seepage rate 
was estimated to 1.1 * 10-2 m3/s.

The LPLT well under consideration has a predicted leakage rate of 2.2 * 10-5 m3/s if it 
starts to leak, so this design is clearly acceptable under the environmental criterion.



ALARP 
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Recipe:
1. Choose the limit for the «red region». This could for example be the environmental criterion. 
2. Choose the limit for the «green region». This could for example be the consistency criterion.
3. If the (probability weighted) leakage rate is in the ALARP region («yellow region»), apply cost benefit

analysis on the P&A design to evaluate «reasonability».



ALARP – example case
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ALARP - example case
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Summary

• A risk-based approach is an alternative to a prescriptive approach

• In order to use a risk-based approach for decision making, i.e. if a P&A design is acceptable or 
not, a risk acceptance criterion will have to be used

• There is a variety of different risk acceptance criteria that can be used, the industry and the
authorities should establish consensus on useful acceptance criteria

• It should be an ambition to agree on a set of criteria that can be a part of future revisions of
NORSOK D-010
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Thanks for your attention!
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